
WRITING CONTESTS FOR KIDS

Entering writing contests is a great way for kids to express themselves and polish their composition skills.

Applications usually open in June and close in October. Entries can be submitted in two categories: and  Rules
and formatting guidelines are available on their website. An editorial board of girls aged makes final decisions
on content for the magazine and website. See the judging criteria for more details. Read all about entry here. It
challenges classrooms to work collaboratively to submit a fiction or non-fiction story that fits the annual
theme. They want to publish work that promotes "multicultural, international and nature awareness," so it
doesn't make sense to submit stories that don't explicitly address that goal. Though the award doesn't list
specific judging criteria, Skipping Stones is clearly a magazine with a mission. The essays must feature more
than five sources and a full bibliography. Check out these poetry writing contests. Run by the Scottish Book
Trust and open to writers aged and  See rules for entering. Young people under 21 can submit entries between
and words. How Are the Winners Selected? Essays must be between and 1, words in length. Inkhead short
story competition. Deadline: Annually in the last quarter of the year. Of the thousands of poets who must have
submitted to the contest â€” no doubt many of them adults much wiser and more skilled than me â€” my poem
had been chosen to be featured in an exclusive, hardcover anthology! Poetry contests Curious about
opportunities for poets? Sadly, not much has changed when it comes to companies trying to take advantage of
writers who want a chance at recognition and maybe a little bit of money. Both are published on the
Bennington College website. The task is to write a poem in response to one of the shortlisted poems on the
website. The deadline is August 31st. Curry Mallet short story competition for children 11 and under and
children aged  The HC library also offers an annual Sherlock Holmes essay contest. Before you submit your
work, run it through a grammar checker! Watch their website for guidelines and sign up to be notified when
the entry period opens. Winners receive full tuition to the Semester at Sea program as well as a trip to
Washington, DC, to meet with a leader at the Department of State. Original board and picture books for
children aged are eligible, provided they feature contemporary African American characters and culture and
focus on character development, self esteem, community, and other aspects of positive childhood
development. Toyota Dream Car Art Competition Toyota sponsors one of the world's largest art contests for
kids, asking children to come up with a concept for a dream car and then to bring those dreams to life by
drawing their car concept. All entrants must be residents of the United States and must have their parents'
permission to enter. Not only are they writing for a real panel of judges, but prize money hangs in the balance.
In addition, copies of her book are distributed to approximately 1, members of the Academy of American
Poets. The winning story will be made into a video and read aloud on Mrs. Every entrant will receive a copy
of the issue that publishes the winning entries. Here are some fiction and nonfiction writing contests worth
considering. See the First Lego League's Awards for more details. Shop through the list below, see if one of
these student writing contests suits your curriculum, and get ready to see some motivated students.


